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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
WEST VALLEY CITY, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs
 t 
MAX SPATIG, ] 
Defendant-Appellate. ; 
) BRIEF OF RESPONDENT 
JURISDICTION AND | NATURE OF PROCEEDINGS 
1 Case No. 870202- CA 
Priority 2 
This is an appeal from convictions of Improper Registration, 
a class B misdemeanor and Disorderly Conduct a class C misdemeanor 
following a jury trial in the Fifth Circuit Court, West Valley 
Department. This Court has jurisdiction to hear the appeal under 
78-2a-3(2) (c), Utah Code Annotated (1953). 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Defendant, Max Spatig, was charged with two counts of 
improper registration, one count of expired safety inspection, and 
one count no Uta*h drivers license. The drivers license charge was 
dismissed on a Defense Motion at the conclusion of the City's 
case. The inspection charge was dismissed at the conclusion of 
the City's case by the City after a review of the applicable law. 
Following presentation of the Defense, the jury deliberated 
and found Mr. Spatig guilty of one count of improper registration 
and of disorderly conduct. This occurred on May 20, 1987, in the 
Fifth Circuit Court, in and for Salt Lake County, State of Utah 
the Honorable William A. Thorne, presiding. Judge Thorne 
sentenced Defendant on May 22, 1987 to ten days in jail and a fine 
of $150.00 on the improper registration charge. He also sentenced 
Defendant to thirty days in jail and a $300.00 fine on the 
disorderly conduct charge. The Court stayed the jail time on the 
registration charge and twenty five days of the jail time on the 
disorderly conduct charge. 
On the 28th day of May, 1987, the Defendant filed a Motion 
for Certificate of Probable Cause, which was heard before Judge 
Thorne. Following a hearing the Court denied Defendant's Motion 
for a Certificate of Probable Cause. Defendant then petitioned 
this Court for a Certificate of Probable Cause, which was granted 
in the Memorandum Decision filed by this Court on August 11, 1987, 
This Court also received a notice of Appeal filed by the 
Defendant. Following some confusion about which of two cases the 
Defendant was appealing from the West Valley Department of the 
Fifth Circuit Court, the Defendant filed a written request for 
withdraw his appeal in the case of West Valley City vs Max Spatig, 
840374-CA. That Motion was granted. 
On September 1, 1987, the Defendant filed a Docketing 
Statement with this Court which indicated the central issue on 
appeal was whether or not an effective waiver of his rights to the 
assistance of counsel had been made. No further documents have 
been filed by the Defendant with this Court* 
STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 
On March 10, 19 87, the Defendant appeared before Judge 
William A. Thorne in the West Valley Department of the Fifth 
Circuit Court to be arraigned on the charges of Improper 
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Registration, two counts, expired inspection, and no Utah drivers 
license. According to the docket sheet, Defendant was present 
without counsel, was advised of his rights and waived them. 
Defendant entered pleas of not guilty to all of the charges, and 
was released on his own recognizance. A pretrial conference was 
scheduled for March 18, 1987 at 9:30 a.m. in Court Room B with 
Judge Thorne. 
The jury trial was held on May 20, 1987. At that trial 
Detective David Staley of the West Valley City Police Department 
testified that he had observed Mr. Spatig driving one vehicle 
which was towing another. The vehicle being towed was driven by 
someone identified as Michael Spatig, the Defendant's son. The 
vehicle being driven by Mr. Spatig did not have a Utah Inspection 
Sticker. Detective Staley also noted that the vehicle being 
driven by Mr. Spatig had two license plates attached to it. One 
was a Utah license plate, which was partially obscured by an Idaho 
license plate which had been wired so that it hung over the Utah 
plate. The vehicle being towed did not have Utah license plate. 
Detective Staley, who is assigned stolen vehicles in the Detective 
Division, made a stop of the vehicles. He was accompanied in his 
vehicle by Detective William Salmon. Both Detective Staley and 
Detective Salmon testified that after the stop was made the 
Defendant used foul and abusive language towards the officers for 
an extended period of time and in a loud voice. This caused a 
crowd to gather. The officers also testified they were unable to 
find any documents of either car indicating that they were 
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currently registered in the State of Utah or any other state. 
Detective Staley obtained information on the plates which he was 
able to observe. This information indicated that neither of the 
plates was assigned to the vehicles which had been stopped. 
During the investigation the Defendant produced what appeared 
to be a valid Idaho license. That license was booked into 
evidence. 
Following completion of the City's case, the no drivers 
license charge was dismissed on the Defendant's Motion. The 
improper registration charge was dismissed based on information 
provided to the Court by the City regarding the legal requirements 
of the vehicle be registered in the State of Utah before would be 
required to have a state inspection sticker. The Defendant then 
presented evidence in his own behalf. Following the presentation 
of the Defense, the City called Detectives Staley and Salmon in 
rebuttal. The case was then submitted to the jury, who found the 
Defendant guilty of one count of improper registration and 
disorderly conduct. They found the Defendant not guilty of the 
second count of improper registration. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
1. The Defendant has not provided a record for this Court to 
review in considering the issue be raised on appeal* Failure to 
provide this Court with an adequate basis for reviewing the 
decision below is grounds for affirming it* 
2. A review of what has been provided to this Court 
indicates an appropriate waiver of the Defendant's right to the 
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assistance of counsel at trial. 
ARGUMENT 
POINT I 
ABSENCE OF RECORD REQUIRES AFFIRMANCE 
Defendant's failure to provide this court with the record for 
review is a basis for affirming the decision below. 
On September 1, 1987, Defendant filed a docketing Statement 
with this Court. In that Docketing Statement he stated the 
central issue of his appeal was an appropriate waiver of his right 
to the assistance of counsel. He cited this Court State v. 
Frampton, 737 P.2d 183 (Utah 1987). That point was argued by 
Defendant at his hearing for a certificate of Probable Cause 
before this Court on July 20, 1987. 
In a Memorandum decision filed by the Court on August 11, 
1987, this Court granted the Defendant's request for a certificate 
of probable cause. The Court noted that Defendant had not 
complied with the requirements for applications for certificates 
of probable cause set forth in State vs. Neeley, 707 P. 2d 647 
(Utah 1985). After noting the lack of compliance, this Court 
stated: 
"Because the i s s u e s in t h i s appeal a r e 
i n t r i c a t e l y connected to the appe l l an t ' s lack 
of ass is tance of counsel we do not deny the 
p r e s e n t appl ica t ion on the basis of those 
p r o c e d u r a l d i f f e r e n c e s . N o n e t h e l e s s , 
Defendan t i s p u t on n o t i c e t h a t i n 
prosecuting the present appeal , 'Appel lant wi l l 
be held to the same standard of knowledge and 
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practice as any qualified member of the bar." 
Nelson vs. Jacobson, 669 P.2d 1207, 1213 (Utah 1983)- This Court 
will not permit substantial departures from the appellate 
procedures on the basis that an appellate is handling his own 
appeal. Appellate is, therefore, admonished to obtain the 
assistance of counsel or to except the responsibility of fully 
complying with the rules of the Utah Court of Appeals and all 
applicable statutes and case law. Failure to observe and comply 
with appellate procedures will result in dismissal of the appeal 
and an order vacating the certificate of probable cause". 
On August 11, 1987, the Court sent a letter to Mr, Spatig 
indicating that Under Rule 11(e), Rules of the Utah Court of 
Appeals, he would be required to request a transcript or give* 
notice to the Court that a transcript was not request. No 
transcript was requested or prepared in the instant case. On 
September 2, 1987, the Court sent a letter to Mr. Spatig 
indicating under Rules 13 and 26 that his brief must be served and 
filed on or before October 13, 1987. On September 4, 1987, the 
letter was sent to Defendant reiterating the requirement for 
either a request for transcript or a notice of transcript was not 
requested. 
On October 14, 1987, this Court sent a letter to Respondent 
which stated that the Defendant had indicated that he had not 
intended to file a brief in this case. Respondent was given until 
November 14, 1987, to file its brief. As this is a Saturday, 
Respondent has until November 16, 1987 to file its brief under 
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Other cases since 1982 have affirmed this position. in State 
vs. Theison, 709 P.2d 307 (Utah 1985) our Supreme Court stated: 
"it is the appellants duty to bring his appeal 
to us supported by an adequate and proper 
record. In the absence thereof, we do not 
reverse the ruling below." 
Id., at 309 emphasis added. In State vs. Sutton, 707 P. 2d 681 
(Utah 1985) the Supreme Court again stated that failure to satisfy 
Rule 75(p)(2)(2)(b), of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure is alone 
the grounds for affirmance. Id., at 683. This standard was again 
reiterated in State vs. Gardia, 712 P.2d 195 (Utah 1985): 
"This court has repeatedly held that a 
Defendant must support his claim of error with 
an adeguate record of facts upon which the 
claim is based." 
Id., at 196, 197, citing Wolffenstein and Jones. 
In a recent case involving a similar issue, the Supreme Court 
again reguired a record upon which to base its decision. In States 
vs. Miller, 718 P.2d 403 (Utah 1986) the Defendant had pled guilty 
to one count of aggravated assault. He then filed a Motion to 
withdraw that guilty plea. The Motion, filed by new counsel, was 
accompanied by an affidavit which claimed the Defendant had 
entered the plea believing the facts supported a misdemeanor. A 
hearing was held on the Motion, arguments were made and the 
Defendant testified. The trial court took the matter under 
advisement and denied the Motion for withdrawal of the plea. The 
Defendant appealed that decision. The trial court noted in its 
Memorandum decision that it did not make a specific finding but 
that the Defendant understood the nature and elements of the 
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The tapes which this court has reviewed in determining whether or 
not to grant the Defendant's motion for a certificate of probable 
cause contain information from the arraignment, the trial and 
sentencing. The tapes indicate at arraignment that the Court 
asked the Defendant "would you like to be represented by an 
attorney sir". The Defendant replied "I own too much property". 
This indicates that this issue of representation had confronted 
him in the past. Later during the arraignment he stated he wanted 
an attorney before the pretrial conference was held. He also 
stated at that time that a jury trial was scheduled for the 18th 
and requested that a pretrial be set on the same date. 
Prior to jury selection on the date of trial, and following 
the Defendant's Motion to Dismiss, the following occurred. 
Court: "Are there any other Motions that need to be 
resolved. 
Mr. Robinson: "Not from the City your Honor." 
Court: "Mr. Spatig?" 
Mr. Spatig: Inaudible. 
Court: "Mr. Spatig do you have any other Motions, sir?" 
Mr. Spatig: "It's not going to do any good, you are 
going to deny them anyway.: 
Court: "Well sir that may be, but if you do not raise 
them the appeal court is not going to let you raise them 
later." 
Mr. Spatig: "No, no more Motions." 
Court: "Okay." 
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references to numerous other times the Defendant had been involved 
in the judicial system and to the earlier case which had been held 
before Judge Medley, Among other things, the Defendant inquired 
of the trial court in this case as to why no pre-sentence report 
had been requested as had been done in the earlier case. Copies 
of docket sheets from other cases were available to the trial 
court in the instant case as well as the pre-sentence report from 
the earlier case heard before Judge Medley. Copies of the docket 
sheets and the presentence report are attached in the appendix. 
The City has found four cases which resemble in one respect 
or another the case at bar. These cases seem to lend some support 
to the Defendant's position, but can be distinguished from the 
instant case. 
In State vs. Harmon, 712 P.2d 291 (Utah 1986), the only 
record provided' to the Supreme Court for review was the jury 
instructions and the portion of the transcript dealing with the 
Defendant's objection to the Court's instructions and proffered 
instruction on the elements of attempt and well as the trial 
court's explanation for refusing that instruction. The Supreme 
Court held in the Harmon case that the record was sufficient for 
review of the issue presented and reversed the conviction. In the 
instant case the Defendant has not provided an equivalent record 
for this court .to review on the issue he has raised. 
In State vs. Cook, 714 P. 2d 296 (Utah 1986), the Supreme 
Court again addressed and issue which involved a pro se defendant. 
The Cook Court noted that ordinarily allegations of error not 
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a trial or witnessed a trial like the one he was about to conduct. 
In the instant case the defendant cannot claim a lack of 
education. He has represented to both the trial court and this 
court that he possess a masters degree. He has also represented 
that he suffers from no psychological problem. Referring to an 
earlier case he was involved in he stated that he was required to 
see a counselor who stated that following the evaluation the 
Defendant had no psychological problems. The record also reveals 
in the instant case that the Defendant's involvement in the 
criminal justice system was fairly recent and substantial. That, 
coupled with his other comments during the course of this 
particular case, illustrate that the Defendant knows full well 
what he is doing. 
In State vs. Steqqell, 660 P.2d 252 (Utah 1983), the Supreme 
Court apparently reviewed on its own Motion the fourth point 
raised by the Defendant in his appeal. The City submits that the 
instant case is readily distinguishable from Steqqell on two 
grounds. First of all, Steggell had been convicted of aggravated 
robbery and of being an habitual criminal. In a footnote on page 
253, the Steqqell court noted that the seriousness of the 
conviction prompted them to read the entire trial transcript. In 
the instant case, the charges which the defendant stands convicted 
of can hardly be characterized as serious when compared to those 
dealt with by the Steqqell court. Second, the Supreme Court in 
Steqqell had a transcript to read. No transcript has been 
provided by the Defendant in the instant case. 
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CONCLUSION 
The d i t y s u b m i t s t h e d o i o n d a n i : <ipped.l IIIUI.I J.i.iJ h * i 1 h e r 
o r b o t h t h e r e a s o n s c i t e d . W h a t e v e r e x c u s e t h e D e f e n d a n t may h a v e 
< s< - •' L K n o w l e d g e ' : Ln^ i iaZcir^r ^* ^ p r r i f o r . t i n g 
,ii; . j • - ..rj-Li,. c o u r t , : . j . a i e x c u s e ,.• . ** t 
r e g a r d i n g th i - a p p e a j Tin1 d e f e n d a n t waf- c l e a r l y a d v i s e e r\ * l i s 
L d t e of ^Y: : ' " u s e 
w a s n e a r - • a^c* -. • < c i i p u i - . n . h e d raemora.u;^:, . ^ ^ . ^ t o n 
r r n - n t i n o U v d e r i s i o n t h a t h e would b<~ i - I o . ri t h e s ame s t a n d a r d 
F - t r o n o l v i i r cc - ' t.c c n i c 1 i O K - d^ s i s t a n c e oi ^ O U H ^ L - ^ o r d 
rei ' lo*^4"'• *"h-"*' *-^r~ rjof-onr^n^ - h a s n m ?-''i~r-» n e e c o u n s e l e r r.h e h e 
h a s „ • D 
r e v i e v , •*ocorc * ' * r a n s p i r e d b e i c Ibsen* • : e c u : ' ' , f o r 
.. 0 1 j . e . , v. e i : ' ; . r L - C L . . • . <: 3 
b e e n o r o v i d o e f o r r e v rev:, th« -:o*;uj v - ;; - . - C K e t 
, -r ._ ^ W c l b a d v i s e r ^ - - - ~;,*u+. -.. , v e d 
; n t . . .vor:;a;.----. 'n^ m u r f ar- :
 : ._»_ . . t <_ d 
' ,ho 1/ . . e : i r i .- * .• r . w t a n i ca** n c i c a t t t h e d e f e n d a n t 
'• • ^ ' • * '*• * * " e n t 
; ' . . : q c - w h o : *, t j.t * : . t\ i UUM*. , ^ • v>: > - * , * e - , 1 s o 
s en t enced him to 1 8 0 days in j a j 1 on ea c '1 i o f the two charge s and 
for one year, The defendant,, by hi s «: - amission, ij5 an educated 
p e r s o r i w j 1 0 j[s pOSSesse(:i Qf no raenta- psychological defects, 
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Prior to the beginning of his trial in the instant case, before 
the jury which heard it was impaneled the trial court made an 
effort to be certain the defendant understood the process and 
indicated the willingness to help the defendant understand it. 
The defendant stated that he understood it. 
While a colloquy between the trial judge and a defendant may 
be the preferred method for establishing a waiver of right to be 
represented by counsel and to choose to represent oneself as 
indicated in Frampton, supra, there is nevertheless sufficient 
indication to this court that the defendant knew what his rights 
were and understood the hazards of self representation prior to 
commencement of his jury trial in the court below. For these 
reasons, the respondent respectfully request that this Court 
dismiss defendant's appeal and remand it to the trial court for 
imposition of sentence. 
DATED this ~^ "\r-rK day of November, 1987 
R. SPtfNCER ROBINSON 
Assistant City Prosecutor 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and accurate copy of 
the foregoing instrument, postage prepaid, to Max Spatig, Route 2, 
Box 158, Preston, ID 83263, and P.O. Box 67, Kaysville, UT 84037, 
and 134 West Smiths Lane, Kaysville, UT 84037, this J < ,^\ day 
of November, 1-987. 
* ' » . • _ > . ^ — — : , % 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION 
W A S H I N G T O N , O.C. 20537 
1 P 1 I K c The following FBI record, NUMBER X L ~ J- - -' - ^ , is furnished FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY. 
I n f o r m a t i o n shown on this Ident i f icat ion Record represents data furnished FBI by Fingerprint contr ibutors. 
WHERE DISPOSITION IS NOT SHOWN OR FURTHER EXPLANATION OF CHARGE OR DISPOSITION IS 
DESIRED, COMMUNICATE WITH AGENCY CONTRIBUTING THOSE FINGERPRINTS. 
CONTRIBUTOR' Of 
FlNOERfRINTS 
Brigham Young 
U n i v e r s i t y ?D 
P r o v o Utah 
SC 
( S a l t Lake G i t v 
Utah 
SO 
R i v e r s i d e CA 
,l 
SO 
R i v e r s i d e CA 
0 
so 
R i v e r s i d e CA 
, _ 
NAME ANO NUMBER 
Max S u a t i g 
' ID 7015^ 
Max S u a t t i g 
63050' 
Max S p a t i c 
£7855371029099 
SID 7177088 
Max Spat ig 
E899Y4/0707O59 
SID A07177088 
Max S p a t i c 
E98258/707059 
SID 07177088 
ARRESTED OR 
RECIfVEO 
2-19-71 
5-8-73 
1 2 - 2 2 - 8 2 
5 - 1 9 - 8 3 
9 - 2 9 - 8 3 
CHARO* 
grand l a r c e n y 
d i s o r d e r l y 
c o n d u c t 
no r e g i s t 
no s a f e t y i n s p 
V//A a s s a u l t 
c: b a t t e r y f o u l 
a b u s i v e l a n g 
d e s t of 
p r o p e r t y 
1 4 8 P C ( r e s i s t i n g 
a r r e s t ) 
13VC(fa lse i n f o 
t o peace o f f i c e r ] 
4 8 P C ( r e s i s t a r r ) 
o f f i c e r ) , 
21461 .5 VC-Ped 
d i s o b e y t r a f 
s i g n 
148 P C - r # * i s t 
o f f i c e r 
40508a/4000a VC-
winterhaven j u s t 
c t 
T 2 1 6 8 2 - f a i l t o 
app/unreg veh 
DtsrosmoN 
[gui l ty 
p r o r a t i o n 
u n t i l 1972 
t h r o u g h 
F rovo C i t v 
i C o u r t 
1 1 - 2 3 - 7 1 
pisra 
£*rob SW 2 4mos 
tJ/6mos a l l but! 
15 d a s s u s p 
?300 
M A S T E R 
1-4 (Rev . 7-19-77) 
M A S T E R 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION 
WASHINGTON, O.C. 20537 
Use of the following FBI record, NUMBER 1 8 1 1 1 5 L 5
 i s REGULATED BY LAW. It is furnished FOR 
OFFICIAL USE ONLY and should ONLY BE USEO FOR PURPOSE REQUESTED. When further explanation ot arrest charge 
or disposition is needed, communicate directly with the agency that contributed the fingerprints. 
CONTRIBUTOR Of 
FINGERPRINTS NAME AND NUMBER 
ARRESTED OR 
RECEIVEO CHARGE DISPOSITION 
SO 
Riverside CA 
SO 
S a l t Lake C i t y 
UT 
SO 
S a l t Lake C i t y 
UT 
Max Spatig 
F27322/70759 
SID A07177088 
Max Spattig 
63050 
SID 913246 
Max Apattig 
63050 
4-8-84 
5 - 1 0 - 8 6 
1 -28-87 
1 4 8 P C - r e s i s t 
o f f i c e r 
40508/4000a/vc-
FTA, no reg on 
veh: 
Interferring 
w/police 
disorderly 
conduct 
Resist arrest 
Fleeing Police 
STATE OF UTAH 
ADULT PROBATION AND PAROLE 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS 
99 SOUTH MAIN 
FARMINGTON, UTAH 84025 
PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION REPORT 
DUE DATE: 3/24/87 
SENTENCE DATE: 3/26/87 
JUDGE Eleanor Vansciver Fifth Circuit COURT 
Salt Lake City Salt Lake County UTAH 
Susan S. Wilson (TA) INVESTIGATOR 
NAME: Max S p a t i g 
A L I A S : None 
ADDRESS: 1034 W. Smith Lane 
Kaysville, UT 
BIRTHDATE: 12/8/41 AGE: 45 
BIRTHPLACE: Idaho 
LEGAL RESIDENCE Utah 
MARITAL STATUS: Married 
COURT CASE NO.: 87 200 4688 TC 
CO-DEFENDANT: None 
OFFENSE: Resisting Arrest "B" 
SENTENCE: 0-6 months &/or $1,000 
PLEA: Convicted DATE: 2/19/87 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY: Don George 
DEFENSE ATTORNEY: None 
PLEA BARGAIN: 
Originally, Mr, Spatig was charged with Red Light Violation, speeding, 
Taillight Violation and Resisting arrest. Through plea negotiations, 
according to Mr, Don George, the defendant entered a plea to the resisting 
charge after which the traffic matters were dismissed. 
OFFENSE: 
A, OFFICIAL VERSION: 
As of the time of dictation, this agent has received a "total case printout' 
from Salt Lake City Police Department which lists the date, January 27, 
1987, the location, 450 S. 200 E., and the description of the subject's 
vehicle, a 1975, silver Honda as the primary identifying information. The 
arresting officer, Maack, list information as improper registration and 
"hold for state tax" as the only violation. This agent will attempt to 
obtain a more detailed report with regard to the resisting charge. 
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B. DEFENDANT'S STATEMENT: 
Approx 10 o!clock pm on Tuesday Jan 27th 1987, my 3 year old son and 
I were going North on State Street in order to pick up my wife who 
works at LDS Hospital on 8th Street & Ave C. When we got to approx 
580 So. State traveling approx 30 mph, a motorcycle policeman for no 
reason in front of us slowed down from 30 mph to 10 mph. I just 
about hit him and when I went around him, he pulled in behind me and 
then he went to my right side then to my left side. We both stopped 
at the red light on 500 So. and State Street at which time I rolled 
down my window and asked him what his problem was in slowing down so 
fast. He just looked at me and then the light changed at which time 
I proceeded. the next thing I heard was a siren and as I went East 
on 400 So heading to 200 East I saw the red light and heard the 
Siren coming from the motorcycle policeman that had been at my 
side. I pulled over and got out of my car at which time the officer 
grab me and put the hand cuff on holding me there for at least 15 
minutes waiting for a back up and to transport me to jail which was 
just thur the block. When I ask him what he was arresting me for he 
said for felony fleeing. At no time did he ask for my car 
registration or my Driver's license. When the back up unit came the 
officer grabed me and shoved me in the front seat of the patrol car 
hitting my head on the door frame. Which about broke my glasses and 
hurt the temple of my head. The only thing I said was don't treat 
me like a sack of potatoes. He slammed the door and when I tryed to 
get comfortable as the hand cuff were hurting me he open the door 
and put his hand cuff on my ankles. They then took me to jail. I 
was very surprised when I heard they were charging me with resisting 
arrest and the booking officer as well as the OR officer both said 
that resisting arrest is a catch all when the officer has no other 
grounds or bona fide reasons to hold a prisoner they always put down 
interfering or resisting arrest. 
Art Kessler and Mrs Luke of the city attorney's office told me that 
they were going to drop or not charge me with resisting as they knew 
the officer temperament as he is famous for this charge. When I 
went to court Don George the city attorney that got my case drop 
whatever they had on me and went with only the resisting. Before 
any other judge, other than VanSciver it would be treated as a minor 
offense perhaps a hundred dollars fine and a chance to work it off 
by doing community service but Van Sciver is making a capital 
offense. 
DATE: Feb 25, 1987 SIGNATURE: Max Spatig (sic.) 
Mr. Spatig provided this agent with information regarding various arrests 
for which he has been charged in Salt Lake City over the past several 
months. This agent was unclear as to whether he was charged with fleeing an 
officer on this particular date or defective equipment. The defendant 
stressed the fact he has had a number of problems with Salt Lake City Police 
officers on incidents which had been, in his opinion, handled unfairly and 
without merit. 
Max Spatig 
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On the date he appeared in court, the defendant said he had filed motions 
with the court one of which was an affidavit of bias and prejudice which was 
denied by another judge. Additionally, he had requested a jury trial which 
he said he was denied as the court said he had not filed his motion timely. 
He then asked for a continuance in order to consult with counsel who was out 
of town and he said this was also denied. 
Mr. Spatig told this agent "the Lord went through the same procedure when he 
was crucified" and h.e is hopeful someone will consider his side of what has 
transpired. He said he believes has right to counsel was denied and feels 
the court has been unfair in its ruling with regard to this case. This 
agent questioned whether or not the defendant wished to have all the 
information concerning his feelings about* the court included, part-ly because 
they might be very offense to the court and partly because they are not the 
issue of the presentence investigation, however, Mr. Spatig said he has 
"pulled no punches" and wanted the court to understand how he feels. 
C. VICTIM'S STATEMENT: 
This agent attempted to contact Officer Maack with Salt Lake City Police 
Department. Whether or not he is the officer who was involved in the 
"resisting" charge is unknown. He was not on duty at the time this agent-
called and this agent has not received a return telephone call. 
PRIOR RECORD: 
A. JUVENILE: 
There was no record found on Max Spatig. Due to his age, this agent assumed 
a juvenile court record would have been deleted if one ever accrued. 
B. ADULT: 
Utah Bureau of Criminal Identification reflected the following record on the 
defendant: 
DATE PLACE OFFENSE DISPOSITION 
2/19/71 BYU Provo Grand Larceny Convicted, placed 
on probation (the 
defendant 
explained to this 
agent he was 
working doing 
clean up in the 
foods area at 
BYU. He said the 
assistant manager 
of that area 
"didn't trust 
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anybody". There 
were old can goods 
to be thrown out 
and Mr. Spatig 
claims he received 
permission from 
someone to take 
them home. He did 
this for a period 
of time, but was 
eventually stropped 
after which a 
search was 
conducted of his 
home and more 
canned goods were 
found. He claimed 
it was all garbage 
that would have 
been thrown out 
had he not taken 
it. He noted it 
was explained to 
him BYU could be 
sued if anyone was 
poisoned as a 
result of the old 
can goods. 
5/3/73 Sheriff's Office Warrant of arrest 
Assault and Battery, 
Foul and Abusive Language 
Destruction of Property 
Disorderly Conduct No Disposition 
shown, defendant 
claims charges 
were dropped 
indicating he was 
at the BYU field 
house and had a 
ticket to observe 
a game. 
5/1/86 Sheriff's Office Interfering with a 
Police Officer and 
Disorderly Conduct Defendant claimed 
this incident 
happened in Murray 
and it was the 
direct result of 
several officers 
contact with him. 
Max Spatig 
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DATE 
3/17/86 
9/2/86 
10/29/86 
11/3/86 
EMPLOYMENT: 
EMPLOYER 
C. DRIVER HISTORY: 
OFFENSE 
Speeding 
'vio Clrd before suspend1 
Hearing no action taken 
Hearing no action taken 
WAGE 
He said he was 
only trying to 
work out details 
to release his 
son's car from 
impound which he 
had correct 
paperwork to 
effect. For 
unknown reasons, 
upon contact at 
the impound lot, 
he encountered 
approximately 9 
officers and 
reacted to their 
presence. 
ei \(^L UT»AJKM^ 2>< fa 
JOB TITLE 
Unemployed receiving unemployment compensation. 
Zef Manuf. $12.00/hr. Sales Rep. 
Hydrotex 
Western Ind Supply 
Kar Products 
Republic Personnel 
$l,000/comm. 
$l,500/comm. 
$2,500/comm. 
Commission 
Sales Rep, 
Sales Rep. 
Sales Rep. 
DATES EMPLOYED 
9/30/84 - 8/26/86 
3/10/83 - 8/20/84 
2/2/77 - 2/1/82 
1/13/75 - 3/30/77 
Employment counselor 7/1/74 - 1/6/75 
The defendant provided an old resume which is attached for the court's 
perusal. Presently, he said he is doing odd jobs and "diligently" looking 
for work. He said he is over qualified and has been rejected at a number of 
job sites for that reason. 
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BACKGROUND AND PRESENT LIVING SITUATION: 
PRESENT MARITAL STATUS: 
DEPENDENTS REQUIRED TO SUPPORT: 
LIVING ARRANGEMENTS: 
RENT: 
EDUCATION: 
Marr ied 
Seven 
Purchasing home 
$1,120.50 
Masters degree in counseling 
BACKGROUND COMMENTS: 
Mr. Spatig is the son of the late Adolph and Eva Spatig. He said his 
parents married when his mother was 33 years of age and his father was 40 
years of age after which seven children were born. He said he has three 
older siblings and three younger siblings. According to the defendant he 
was born a month or two premature. The family was raised in the Franklin, 
Idaho, area and he said it was under "very poor circumstances". 
He said he grew up in Idaho, and was "persecuted" from childhood. He said 
he is of Swiss/German decent and he found the hatred toward the Germans 
incredible as he was growing up. He cited a number of instances during his 
childhood in which he was ridiculed and suffered in part due to the ancestry 
as well as his size. He told this agent he "majored in lockeroiogy" after 
which he explained other individuals locked him in a locker at one end of 
the hallway for long periods of time in an effort to persecute or hausr. 
him. He also said he was "saluted as 'Old Glory1 and put up on the flag 
pole with a belt strap." He described himself as "a battered child" though 
it was not at the hands of his parents. 
On May 27, 1965, in the Idaho Falls Temple, the defendant married Ila Jean 
Lang. The couple remains married and have parented six sons and one 
daughter ranging in age from 19 years to 3 years of age. He said the couple 
has never had an argument though they have had a number of "debates". He 
said his wife is a very good woman who is even tempered and never seems to 
have the "run ins" he has experiences with law enforcement. 
The defendant graduated from high school after which he graduated from BYU. 
He said he also received a masters degree in counseling from that 
institution. Mr. Spatig did provide this agent with a transcript verifying 
his educational background. 
HEALTH: 
According to the defendant he suffers from "a serious back problem." The 
pain necessitates "adjustments" two to three times per week. He said his 
neck "slips out" and the resulting pain is "terrific." Additionally, the 
defendant suffers from angina and requires occasional medication for that 
malady. According to Mr. Spatig, he is "very high strung." He said he is 
Max Spatig 
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hyper-active and needs to be "moving around a lot-." lie has been under a 
great deal of stress and suffered migraine headaches from t\\o r.tror..';. u<> 
has never sought out anyone for treatment for emotional/psychological 
problems, 
FINANCIAL SITUATION: 
PRESENT MONTHLY INCOME: $516 unemployment compensation 
OTHER INCOME: $1,400 gross wife's income 
MONTHLY EXPENSES: $2,003,00 
TOTAL DEBTS: $117,500,00 
According to Mr. Spatig, the couple have been financially distressed due t-o 
his lack of employment. The couple has a $110,000 mortgage with a payment 
of $1,020,50 per month to Commonwealth Mortgage. Additionally, *-hey make a 
car payment of $333 on a vehicle. Food expenses total between $500 t-o $600 
per month. Mr. Spatig said times were "difficult", 
SUBSTANCE: 
ALCOHOL SCORE: N/A 
BAC: N/A 
DRINKING HABITS: None 
DRUG USE: None 
ALCOHOL TREATMENT HISTORY: None 
COLLATERAL CONTACTS: 
This agent spoke with Don George, Ci^y Attorney in t-his mat-t-or. lie 
clarified for this agent the defendant did not have a trial but- rather 
pleaded guilty to the resisting arrest charge aft-er which t-hree charges of 
"red light violation, speeding, and tail light" were dismissed. According 
to the attorney, the officer tried to stop the defendant after he intended 
to impound the vehicle. In spite of his efforts to stop Mr, Spatig, 
including use of auditory and visual signals, the defendant continued to 
drive along 4th South, He said his speed reached approximately 45 miles per 
hour. According to the officers report the defendant refused to produce a 
drivers license after which he said "give me your drivers license pig." 
Officers noted a small child was in the vehicle. The female officer 
questioned the defendant as to where the mother of the child could be 
located to which she was told the mother worked at LDS Hospital. At the 
time the officer attempted contact, she was told t*here was no one by that-
name working at the hospital. 
Max Spa* lg 
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Mr. George said the defendant was uncooperative, abusive and comoative. For 
that reason, his feet as well as his hands required handcuffing. The 
attorney noted the defendant had two license plates neither of which were 
registered to the vehicle in which Mr. Spatig was found. 
The prosecutor believes the defendant requires evaluation and treatment. He 
believes he has a problem of a psychological nature for which treatment 
would be an appropriate solution. 
EVALUATIVE SUMMARY: 
The defendant is a 45 year-old male Caucasian to be sentenced on a charge of 
Resisting Arrest, a class B misdemeanor. While this agent was not able to 
pinpoint any mental or emotional problems, it was felt the defendant 
probably has some idiosyncrasy centering around the roll of law enforcement 
in the community and their roll with regard to him personally. Based on the 
information provided by the defendant, he has been stopped on very minor 
traffic offenses, which, for a number of reasons, have escalated into 
problematic situations. It is apparent the presently addressed matter is a 
classic illustration of this agent's premise. 
The defendant provided verification concerning his educational background 
which is attached. He has been married for many years and reports a stable, 
loving relationship with his wife. The couple has parented seven children. 
At the present time, the defendant is unemployed but is seeking employment. 
He believes his lack of employment is due, in part to his qualifications and 
the fact he is "over qualified". 
Perhaps, the prosecutor's suggestion the defendant submit to a mental health 
evaluation and complete whatever treatment is deemed appropriate would be 
the most appropriate means of disposition in this case. While it is felt 
there might be benefit to counseling, at this point in time, probation 
supervision probably would be interpreted by the defendant, in much the same 
way, as law enforcement is. 
Approved: 
Respectfully submitted, 
Susan S. Wilson, District: Agent 
UJ Idr^' -(y.ttu ^J 
Gordon S. Johnson, Regional Supervisor 
0079W 
SSW:dw 
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AGENCY RECOMMENDATION 
Risk Score: 10 
Needs Score: 5 
Classification Level: Medium 
It is respectfully recommended by the Adult Probation and Parole Department 
the defendant be sentenced to serve 30 days in the county jail with that 
sentence suspended upon satisfactory completion of informal probation to the 
court. It is further recommended the following conditions be a part of the 
informal probation: 
1. The defendant submit to a mental health 
evaluation through Davis County Mental iioaUh 
and complete whatever treatment is doomed 
appropriate. 
2. Further the defendant pay a $150 fine or 50 hours 
community service as a condition of informal 
probation. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Susan S. Wilson, District Agent 
Approved: 
4lUU 7?7|£- QLLU^ •$-,-
Gordon S. Johnson, Regional Supervisor 
0079W 
SSW:dw 
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RHSUMK OF 
Max Spatig 
PERSONAL DATA 
Age: 34 
A d d r e s s : 4480 South 4165 W e s t , S a l t Lake C i t y , Utah 
H e i g h t : 5 ' 8 " 
W e i g h t : 130 
H e a l t h : E x c e l l e n t 
M a r t i a l S t a t u s : M a r r i e d , f o u r c h i l d r e n 
CAREER OBJECTIVE 
To make a s t a b l e , pe rmanen t c o n n e c t i o n v i t h a S o c i a l S e r v i c e Agency in 
t h e c a p i c i t y of a c o u n s e l o r . 
EDUCATION 
Attended grade and high school in Preston, Idaho. Graduated from Preston 
High in 1960 with above average grades. Attended BYU from 1964 to 1968, 
majoring in Spanish, History, Health Education and Teacher's Education, 
received a BA Degree and Secondary Education-Certificate. Attended BYU 
Graduate School in 1970 - 1971, majoring in Counseling and Guidance, have 
completed requirements for MA Degree. 
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY 
Since July 1974 to current date, I have been employed by Republic Personnel 
Service Systems as an Employment Counselor. It consists of interviewing, 
all types of people and counseling them concerning employment. I have been 
quite successful in this endeavor but it does not fulfill my financial and 
personal needs. 
Canteen Food And Vending, 1973 to 1974 
r
 d as a serviceman in servicing various types of vending machines. 1 
< \ the work but wanted a position where there was more public contact. 
^)£M^js and villiage Inn Restuarant, 1971 to 1973 
to,w-'.iK^d as Manager Trainee with these two restaurant chains. I enjoved this 
position but the compensation was small and the hours long(65 to 70 per week). 
Henry Vlll Family Restaurant, 1970 to 1971 
Manager of this pizza and fish C chips restaurant for one vear until the 
owner sold to another person who chose to manage it himself. I enjoyed the 
management responsibilities very much. 
Byron School District, Byron, Wyoming, 1969 to 1970 
Taught Spanish' and History to Junior and Senior High Students. I also 
assisted Guidance Counselor in his duties, I enjoyed the counseling experi-
ence so decided to obtain a Graduate Degree in Counseling. 
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY (Com:) 
Elko School District, Owyhee, Nevada, 1968 to 1969 
Taught US Government, History and Physical Education to mostly Indian 
students. Was head Basketball Coach and Assistant Football Conch; also 
was acting Guidance Counselor when -full time Counselor left early in school 
year. 
Z i l l a h School D i s t r i c t , Z i l l a h , W a s h i n g t o n , 1967 to 1968 
Taugh t E n g l i s h , S o c i a l S t u d i e s and R e a d i n g . £ ^ d W r e s t l i n g Coach and 
H n s k e t b ^ l l Coach. I h e l d t h e p e t i t i o n of C e n ^ ^ ^ a s h V ^ " ° " i E d u c a t i o n 
R e s e r v a t i o n . 
BYU Food S e r v i c e , 1964 t o 1967 
Worked 30 to 35 hours p e r week w h i l e a t t e n d i n g c o l l e g e . S t a r t e d as a 
d i s h w a s h e r and t e r m i n a t e d as s u p e r v i s o r . 
West Span i sh American M i s s i o n (LDS) 1961 t o 1964 
Se rved as a Span i sh s p e a k i n g m i s s i o n a r y among I n d i a n and Mexican p e o p l e 
a l o n g the Mexican B o r d e r . 
REFERENCES 
F u r n i s h e d on r e q u e s t 
GRADUATES 
A m W s ' - n , .Judith 
Aur;<%r, Alan 
Baird , M a i y J o a n 
B a u d , R icha rd 
B a k e r , J a n e t 
Ballif, Bever ly S. 
Ba.ssett, J u l e n e 
Becks t cad , DiAnn 
Becks t cad , Don 
Becks tcad , Vi rg in ia 
B e n n e t t , D iane 
B e n n e t t , J o a n W. 
B e n n e t t , Lyle 
Bever idge , Mar ion 
Bodily. Ann 
•Bodily , L u a n n 
B o w e r s , Ca r ly l e 
B u r b a n k , L y n n 
B u r n e t t , Lor in 
B u r r u p . Lo r r i e J e a n 
Car lson, D e e A n n 
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*Cher r ing lon , David 
Chr i s tenson , IvaLou 
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Cole, Glenda 
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Conltn, Reed 
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Hart . David 
Iiill. Karon 
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5 5 2 0 VIA COROKA - Box 7 2 2 0 
LOS ANGELES 2 2 , CALIFORNIA 
\ N T M. nURBIDCE P H O N E , P A R K V I E W 2-O4G0 
resident December 19 , 1963 
Elder Max Spatjg 
Mission Home 
Los Angeles 2?y C a l i f o r n i a 
Re: Rex- j e 
Dear Elder Spatig: 
For the past two and one-half years you have been laboring 
in the West Spanish American Mission, and your assignment 
here has been completed. Your Honorable Release has been 
forwarded to your Stake President, and in accordance with 
instructions will be presented to you by him upon completion 
of his interview with you. 
You have served the Lord well, and have been a diligent, 
hard-working missionary and have brought the message of the 
restoration to many. 
As you leave the mission, our prayers and blessings go with 
you for your continued success. Live close to the Lord and 
His Spirit will continue to guide you. 
Thank you for your support and your willingness to serve. 
icerely your brother, 
Grant M. Burbidge 
Mission President 
GMB/e 
this FIVE YEAR 
HIGH SCHOOL PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATE 
Valid to S?.R!-?i?ber..? , 19 73 
This certificate authorizes service as a teacher in grades seven through twelve. 
Dated this FIRST day of Septernber^ , 19 6 8 /? 
Superintendent of Public Instruction 
FOR RENEWAL REQUIREMENTS SEE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS CERTIFICATE 
The original of (his certificate is on file with the county superintendent of your district. 
DUPLICATE 3075 
BBraegppr- ^jwWE3MraB^!&«^WWW^* ...I' 'wnrn 
• ^tsszr* 
. / / i r> n 2 o 
, 7A/J srVt/sJ A/a/AAr Aftrtst/' /</<* * 
M nnJy//<*^AJ «<<M' /As (//sicA <S 
)//J r At/jS/f^y-t/At <//ty. AasriAx si */'*/</A( r't<Ar//t*v/ 
7 ? « V ' i t / • « 
,/nmsj/rt ff/As* A/^ArA, st/i/As/J J«rA Ai/tJ •?/*•.'/ Vyy /r>'^ 
fils/TrA /A* /iUrn"</iAr3 <y/A'.y<<.yli/-A*insA/>/ic/rnttw±/rl /Air 
AJrsn<l<A' *z/7ynyyhA Ar* ^ f v Ars/A/'. rn<,lk/y 
SPATTG, MAX 
SALT LAKE 
3-26-87 Sentencing 
date of offense: 9/27/86 
DOS - Guilty plea Sentence: $50.00 30 days stay 30 days 
work project completed 
no reg card 
no reg DISMISS 
exp insp 
1/12/87 Sentencing 
No Insurance - Dismiss 
Imp Turn - $15.00 susp $10.00 
Signal - Not Guilty 
3/26/87 Sentencing 
Semiphore - Dismiss 
Equip - Dismiss 
Speeding - Dismiss 
Child Rest - Dismiss 
Fail to Stop - Dismiss 
Interferring - Guilty Plea Sentencing: $1000.00 6 months jail stay 6 months 
100 hours community service in lieu of f: 
on proof of full time employ susp CS 
mental health counseling 
possible dismissal of charge on completic 
of Good Behavior probation w/APP 
MURRAY 
12/31/86 Insp, Plates, Equip Dismiss w/TS 
2/19/87 Equip, Reg Dismiss Reg, GP Equip Sent: $30.00 or 1 day CS 
5/1/86 Interf erring, Dis Cond found guilty - Sent: $150.00 each charge or 9 days 
CS. 30 days jail stay 30 days 
APPEAL 10/20/86 
•V 
1 XI08 ON 01/22/37 AT 16:20:52 
JTBCJOOOO.UTOi 82500*TXT, PUR/C REQJD/y91 UT01 82500 
?12346 FBI/ 181115L5 SSN/518506171 FP/17 1 5 1 4 13 1 6 1 6 68 0? 1 
/
 S'PATIG, DOB/120841 SEX/M RAC/W HT/5-08 WT/130 HR/BL EYE 
MAX 
JTAH BUREAU OF CRIMINAL IDENTIFICATION-
S-ARREST C-COURT CHARGE D-DISPOSTION 
251200 021971 A-GRAND LARC 239? 
I- H A M Y 0 U N G < FIN A L DIS P 0 SIT10 N ) 
MF/70154 021971 C-GRAND LARC 
021971 D-CONVICTED 
REC ON F'ROB 
( P R E L I M I N A R Y D15' P 0 SIT 1.0 N ) 
FROM PROB BY ORDER OF COO52672 BRIGHAM YOUNG 
180000 SPATTIG, 050873 A-W/A ASLT AND BATTERY 1399 
RIFF'S' OFF MAX 050873 A-FOUL AND ABUSIVE LANG 3799 
/ MF/63050 050873 A-DEST OF PROP 2999 
050873 A-DISORD CONDUCT- 5311 
180000 051086 A-INTERFER U/POL OFF 4899 
SALT LAKE 051086 A-DISQRD CONDUCT- 5311 
/334141 MF/63050 
) . . . . MESSAGE TRANSMITTED. * . . 
iSE PRINT YOUR MESSAGE F I L E 
E J T f U , . ? f U 7 ! j f » i ' , * » » . " ! 
i A/:*,q ••:, . T'.-r r * " . - • ' 
i i ? t j i i ! » i j ^ r » i f « i i t * 4 i » j a ! 
01 /'"J7/> 
tziiiiiM! •*".?: ?.£.?..* < i?.:*?. f.;?.:< ?:¥.*''? 
V L 
q-i b-^ 9,/ Hi 
'A* V '.'.•' 1 •! U • 0 A 1 
«... i-i ,:• 
R E C I 
•#• \; ;j f> 
!.- A .:> 
NIJ h 
'...,::. M i 
>3050 NAME-. SPATTIG, MAX NHN 
: ••' hi U T U DAI !:. • 01/23/8/ B L- J. : f: 
«RDS LOCATION • S 
!-M«*'.. ! i.M-i J j-j 
5 I ! H 
'; K! 
.] ,\| -j.. 
-BOOK ING--NO : 8703674 NUM CMOS 
/ U E L L • I i"i 1 A L* L" ! o A i... • 
0 F B 0 01< IN G S : 7 + D A T E B 0 0 K E D : 03 / 10/3 7 TI ii E 
;
 C H A R G E • DI S 0 R D E R L Y C 0 N D U C T I) A T 
P T S •- C • 0 D E!: OWN R E C 0 G N • 
3+ CUSTODY STATUS: MALE ! 
+ SCHD DATE: 
BOOKED: 0015 
AR 
45 SEX: MALE 
j •, {„ r . ;• i ! i j . . ' . » : . , • ' '.-' ' | ' ?.,' 
P 0B: PR ES T0 N S TATE: I D 
>': BLU R/L HANI): RIGHT HNI 
'''L K S _ _.«...' : 
HGT: 508 WGT 
i ' / n i " i r \ i \ : 
NONE VISIBLE 
I-i \ I"! " 
A K A • 
• H A 
MAX 
•-DEFN ALIASES-
i-i !\ 11 U U r>""' « 
A K A D0B--2: 
A l< A D O B ••  3 : 
II): W V 0 i ft « G : PAGE NO: 002 
- ~DEt::'N ADDRESS 
ADDR: 1034 UL SMITH LANE 
PHONE' 546 3074 OCCUPATION: SALESMAN 
EMPL0YER : UNEMPL0YE1) GOVT £Mp : NO 
EMERG NAME: ILA SPATTIG RELATION: WIFE 
ADDRESS: SAME 'CITY: SAME 
STATE: UT 
PHONE: 
PHONE: SAME 
STATE: UT 
B 0 0 K IN G 
NO: 8508727 DATE BOOKED 05/29/85 ":\TME BOOKED: 1724 ARREST DATE: 
TIME: 1610 ARREST LOC: 5025 SO STATE ST MR UT 
CAR IMPOUND LOC: NOT LISTED INCI) RPT NO: 
ARRST OFFICER ID: 13 OFFICERS NAME TISCHNER 
AG CODE: MURRAY PD BOOKED BY: PARKER 
SEARCHED B>: NELSON SHIFT SGT: N04J REC CHK BY: J T 
SKWL: NEG CITY: NEC OTHER: CDR NO: 0 ENTRY-DATE 
TIME: P/M NEEDED: CO PIC 
NC.TC: NEG 
TERM I D : vJVOi DATE: 0 3 / 1 0 / 8 7 IE : 0 8 0 3 PAGE NO: 003 
F I N A L RELEASE 
-RELEASED: 0 5 / 3 0 / 8 5 TIME-RELEASED: <700 CASH-RELEASED: 
J U R I S : COUNTY SHERIFF 
AG CODE : D !::.i; • •! C C 
INJURED- YES REG) MEDICATION: v 
E X P L A I N : NI"!' R 0 •• G i... E E CI N./ I N, j U R EI) :-•; :I A D 
M E DIC A L S C R E E N E R : N 3 0 J 
•ERN in: WVfti PATE: 03/10/87 TIME: 0803 >:;'AGE MO- 004 
— CHARGE/DISP -
NO: 01 NO OF- COUNTS": 01 EEL/MIS': MISDEMEANR CHG-TYPE : 
CHARGE: iJ/A EXP REGISTRATION 
CHG CODE: TRAFFIC VIOL<S) BILLING CODE: 
D 0 C N 0 • 16 41 •- 7 5 A B A IL 0 R S E N"!" E N C E - 3,000.00 
,;!,DGE: A COMB J) ISP IND: YES DISP ACTN : ORDER OF RELEAS 
DIS;:> DATE: 05/30/85 BONDSMAN: CASH BAIL: .60+ 
CASH FINE: .00+ RECEIPT*: 
•- BOOKING 
: NO: 8514487 DATE BOOKED: 09/05/85 TINE BOOKED: 1147 ARREST DATE: 09/05/85 
TIME: 1055 ARREST LOO: 460© S. STATE HURRAY 
AREST OFFICER ID: 27 OFFICERS NAME: LEVI TEE 
AG CODE: MURRAY PB BOOKED BY: UilNTEERS 
SEARCHED BY: LARSEN• SHIFT SGT: N04J RFC CHK BY- JT NCIC: NEi 
SHUL: HIT CITY: NEC OTHER: CDR NO: n ENTRY-DATE: 
TIME: P/M NEEDED: CO PIC 
TERM ID: WvOI DATE: 03/10/87 TIME: 0803 PAGE NO 005 
FINAL RELEASE 
[-RELEASED: 09/14/85 TIME-RELEASED: 0745 CASH-RELEASED: 20.12+ 
JURIS: COUNTY SHERIFF 
RELEASE REASONS: TIME SERVED 
FINAL RELEASE BY: N04J APPROVED BY: N21J 
PROPERTY & MEDIC 
I C 0 N F" ISC: 09/0 5 / B 5 1IM E C 0 N FIS C : 1100 J AIL 0 F FIC E R ID : N 4 i J 
CASH: 20,12+ 
AG CODE: DEFN COND: INTO/: NO SICK: NO 
INJURED: NO REO MEDICATION: YES 
EXPLAIN: NITROGLYCERINE 
MF;DICA:.. SCREENER- -12J 
TERM ID: WV01 DATE' 03/10/87 TIME: 0803 i:;'AGE NO' 006 
— --CHARGE/DISP — 
! NO: 01 NO OF COUNTS: 01 EEL/MIS: MISDEMEANR CHG-TYPE: 
CHARGE: B/U CONT.OF COURT 
CHG CODE: OBSTRUCT.JUSTIC-SEE CODE SHEET BILLING CODE: 
DOC NO. BAIL OR SENTENCE: 505.00 
JUDGE: ACOMB DISP IND: YES DISP ACTN: TIME SERVED 
DISP DATE: 09/14/85 BONDSMAN: CASH BAIL .00+ 
CASH FINE: .00+ RECEIPT*: 
. BOOKING -
»K NO: 8607641 DATE BOOKED: 05/10/86 TIME BOOKED: 0911 ARREST DATE: 05/09/86 
TIME: 1810 ARREST LOC: 10562 SO 700 E 
CAR IMPOUND LOC: NA 
ARPST liv-pTrpi;- TI>: 388Y OFFICERS NAME: GRAY 
PAGE NO : 00' 
o,::;/i d •-, |. •" :M-. i::.!...«::. M ..:• c. 
JURIS : COUNTY SHERIFF 
•*• !:."..':. A S E : \!::. A S U N S • '"' R!::. i h! .1. A L <".' E I. 
• :i:NAL REi...EASE BY P•; QJ A P P R o v E D B 
1 120 CASF-' -::;'EEEASED 
PROPE; 
C 0 N F ISC: 0 5 / 0 9 / 3 6 TIM E C 0 N FIS C : JAIL. OFFICER ID: PI 2J 
ML? L'UL'L : 
INJURED NO 
MEDICAL SCREENE 
DEFN COND 
.-. REQ MEDICATION: : NO 
MS4- ' 
SvRLY DRNK SICK N\ I 
N 0 0 i N 0 0 F:' C 0 U NTS: 01 F E L / H I S : M I S D E n E. A N R C H G •- T Y P E. • C K A R G E 
0 H A E & E : IN T E R F E R RIN & W1T H P / 0 
0:-! G C 0 D E • 0 B S T R U C . P 0 LIC E - S E E C Q I) E S H E E T BIL LIN G C 01) E : S L C 0 S H E RIF F 
DOC NO: BAIL OR SENTENCE: 200.00 
JUDGE: HI SHOP DISP INI): YES DISP ACTN: PRE TRIAL REL 
DISP DATE: ©5/10/86 BONDSMAN: CFJSH BAIL: ,00 
0 A S H FIN E : ,00+ R E C EIP T * : 
" E Rh ID: \4 V 01 1>A lb: ijA f", *?" / 'J ,V, / p ' PAGE NO: OOS 
NO: Q'J. NO OF COUNTS: Q:\ FEL/MIS: MISDEMEANK CHG-TYPE: CHARGE 
C H A E G E : DIS 0 R D E R!... Y C 0 N D U C 7' 
i..-rlb- ^ D S J Z . - r L M U L " " !.-•..•. o ! L.* i'\ i?« .!.«••! Lr i n c . r :::. «-•« L.~. £> j. i... L. .:. i '-:' .a L/'Ji't. • u": L '_.-«...« j n c K i r r 
DOC NO: BAIL OR SENTENCE: 1 0 0 . 0 0 
_• U D & E : BIS H 0 P DISP I 'N'D • Y E S D J. S P A C T N : P R E ! R IA L .R E. L 
DISP DATE: 05/10/86 BONDSMAN: cdsH BAIL: ,00+ 
MO: 861572? DATE BOOKED: 09/27/86 TIME BOOKED 
^IME: 1020 ARREST LOG: S TEMPLE AND REDWOOD RD 
CAR IMPOUND LOC: CITY LOT 2250 W. 500 S, I NCI) RPT NO: 86-96 i 28 
ARRST OFFICER ID: G32 OFFICERS NAME" STUCK 
AG CODE: SL CITY PD BOOKED BY: CHURCH 
S i-i U L : N E G CITY: HIT 0 T H E R : C D R N 0 
TIME: 1037 P/M NEEDED: CITY PIC CO OK 
ENTRY-DATE: 09/1 
V
'ERM II): U;V0i DATE: 03/10/87 ME: 0803 PAGE NO: OO? 
FINAL RELEASE 
>RELEASED: 09/29/86 TIME-RELEASED: "5)5 CASH-RELEASED 
JURIS: SL CITY PD " 
RELEASE REASONS: PRE TRIAL SERVICES 
RELEASE REASONS: ORDER RELEASE 
FINAL RELEASE BYr N92J APPROVED BY: N32J 
1 ,03 + 
--PROPERTY & M E D I C — 
CONFISC: 09/27/86 TIME CONFISC: i630 JAIL OFFICER ID: P47J 
CASH: 1,03+ 
IN EVIDENCE ROOM: N/A 
DATF 
CHARGE/DISP 
N O : O 1 M O 0 F C 0 lj N "f S • 01 F E L / ii IS • M I S D E M E A N E C !•! G - T YP E : C !•! A R G E 
C H A R G E • R E S I S TIN G A E R E S T 
CHCY C O D E - US^TF:;UCJ::,0L]:CE"-.?EE C O D E ./-/LIT B I L L I N G C O D E : EL C I T Y E D 
DOC NO: BAIL OR SENTENCE: 300,00 
JUDGE: SL CIR DISP INI): YES DISP ACTN: P -TRIAL SRV REL 
DIS'P DATE- 09/29/86 BONDSMAN: CASH BAIL 
CAS!- FINE : .00+ RECEIPTI-
NG : G 2 N O 0 F C 0 lj N T S : 01 F E L / MI S : M ]: S D E M E A N R C H G ••  T Y P E : C H A R G E 
C H A R G E : IN T E E F E RIN G W I T H P / 0 
C !-•! G C 0 D E : 0 B S T R U C ,P 0 L I C E •- S E E C 0 /.) E S !•; :I E T B I L LIN G C O D E : E L CI T Y p D 
DOC NO: • BAIL 0E SENTENCE: 300,00 
JUDGE: SL CIR DISP IND: YES DISP ACTN: P-~ TRIAL. SRV REL 
DISP DATE: 09/29/86 BONDSMAN: CASH BAIL: 
CASH FINE: .00+ RECEIPT?-: 
V '• W V '• 
•- C H A R G E / D IS P 
NO: 03 NO 0F 00UNTS : 01 E E L / M I S : MISDEMEANR CHG-TYPE : 0HAEGE 
C H A R G EL D 0 S / N 0 IN S P / N 0 P E G I. S / F R N T P L T 
D 0 C N 0 : B A I L 0 R S E N T E N C E : 2 0 0 , 0 0 
JUDGE: SL CIR DISP IND: YES DISP ACTN: p-TRIAL SRV 
DATE: 09/29/86 BONDSMAN: {-• A \« « < r . A V ( L- I I .i- !~» b I I .L :... 
'.„• i- jo r* •" j . "••'.i::. .» v.-1 y ***• P.!'*.'...• ):.*. .1. r ! -T 
NL* • '-J** ML.- L J - L U ' J . X ! J • t h i " i i L / h i . i I"?.;. ^• ; . , ' : - - Pi L L M N K «..,HLT— I i I" i : • b;:„ !"•••*.., I n / W M P \ P - . 
«...- P; I- « i". Lr ?-. - L.. .1. ii J. j L". U !"! L-'.., SH. .> u> K U M !-•' 'A' !"! ! ..:• 
CHG CODE: TRAFFIC VIOL(S) BILLING CODE: SANDY PD 
DOC NO: STC861000105 BAIL 0!:;; SENTENCE: 100.00 
JUI)GE : SA:CNSBURV DISP IUl^  : YES DIS-* ACTN: 0RDER 0::: RELEAS 
. A T |- . .\r-. . ••••••! r-i / i—i / fi n A j T-. <» :v: A :•.« . 
' i-i i L • y 7 / .-.;."'/ o o A^UIVI/..:-i M-JP-: • L- PI .:>«"" r? I-* J.!.. 
CASH FINE: A OO-f RECEIPTS : 
TERM ID: WV01 DATE: 03/10/87 TIME: 0803 PAGE NO: 012 
K NO: 8701335 DAT'E BOOKED: 01/28/87 TIME BOOKED: 0340 ARREST DATE: ©1/27/87 
TIME: 2135 ARRES T \j\c : 450 SO 200 E 
CAR IMP0UND !...0C : C17'Y L0T 500 SO 2J INCD PPT NO: 
A R R S T 0 !:r F IC E R ID: F 6 2 0'? FIC E R S NAME/ M A A C K 
AG CODE: SL CITY PD BOOKED BY: NAGELI 
SEARCHED BY: LASSEN SHIFT SGT : N04J RFC CHK BY: j"" NCIC:' NEG 
5HUL: NEG CITY: NEG OTHER: CDR NO: 442883 ENTRY-DATE: 01/27/87 
TIME: 2200 P/M NEEDED: CO,CITY PIC FBI FULL 
FINAL RELEASE 
E-RELEASED: 01/28/87 TIME-RELEASED: 0458 CASH-RELEASED: 15.30+ 
• JURIS: SL CITY PD 
RELEASE REASONS: PRE TRIAL REL 
FINAL RELEASE BY. C05J APPROVED BY: N04J 
TERM I D : UiVO' >ATE: 0 3 / 1 0 / 8 7 IME: 0303 PAGE NO: 013 
CHARGE: R 
C H G C 01) E : 0 B ST R U C , P 0 L I C E - S E E C 01) 
I) (!) C N O : B AIL. 0 iv S E N T E N 0 E : 3 O 0 .. O © 
JUDGE : SL CIR DISP IND: YES DISP AGIN: PRE 
DISP DATE: 01/28/87 BONDSMAN: CAlSH BAIL': 
CASH FINE: .00 + RECEIPT*: 
TERM ID: WVOI DATE" 03/10/87 TIME: 0303 PAGE NO: 014 
- - - - C H A R G E / DIS P - -
NO: 02 NO OF COUNTv: 01 EEL/MIS: MISDEMEANR CHG-TYPE: CHARGE 
C H A E G E : f L E EIN G / R E I) L. IG H T / E Q UIP V10 L 
CI-! G C 01) E : OB ST R U C - P 0!... IC E - S E E C 0 D E S H E E T B11...!.. IN G C 0 D E : S L CIT Y P D 
DOC NO: BAIL OR SENTENCE: 300,00 
JUDGE: SL CIR •• DISP IND: YES DISP ACTN: PRE TRIAL REL 
DISP DATE: 01/28/87 BONDSMAN: CASH BAIL.: 
CASH FINE: .00+ RECEIPT*: 
BOOKING-- ••-•-
NO: 8703674 DATE BOOKED: 03/10/87 TIME BOOKED: 0015 ARREST DATE: 
TIME: 1815 ARREST LOG: 2320 S REDWOOD RD 
CAR IMPOUND LOG: YES-HARMONS INCD RPT NO: 37-5757 
ARRST OFFICER ID: V79 OFFICERS NAME: SALMON 
AG CODE: w VALLEY PD BOOKED BY: HOLDER , 
SEARCHED BY: THURGOOI) SHIFT SGT: N74J REC CHK BY: JAIL TRAC 
SHU!...: NEG CITY: NEG OTHER: CDR NO: NA| ENTRY-DATE: 
TIME: 1915 P/H NEEDED: CO OK 
TERM ID: WVOI DATE: 03/10/37 lIME: 0803 PAGE NO: 015 
-•--
pROPERTY & MEDIC--
CONFISC: 03/09/8? TIME CONFISC: 1924 JAIL OFFICER ID: T75R 
CASH: 20.00+ 
AG CODE: DEFN COND: INTOX: NO. SICK: N 
IHJURED: N0 REQ MEDICAT10N: N0 
MEDICAL SCREENER: T46R 
CHARGE/DISP 
NO: 01 NO OF COUNTS: 01 EEL/MIS: MISDEMEANR CHG-TYPE: CHARGE 
CHARGE: DISORDERLY CONDUCT 
CHG CODE: DISORDERLY CONDUCT BILLING CODE: w VALLEY PD 
D 0 C N 0 : B AIL 0 R S E N T E N C E : 3 0 0 ,. 0 0 
JUDGE": U VAL.i...EY DISP IND: NO DISP ACTN: 
DISP DATE: BONDSMAN: CfllSH BAIL: 
CASH FINE: ,00+ RECEIPT*: 
TERM ID: WVOI DATE: 03/10/37 TIME: 0303 PAGE NO: ©16 
C H A R G E / DIS P 
NO: 02 NO OF COUNTS: 0i ' FEL/MIS: MISDEMEANR CHG-TYPE: CHARGE 
CHARGE: IMPROPER REG 
CHG CODE: TRAFFIC VIOL(S) BILLING CODE: U VALLEY PD 
DOC NO: BAIL OR SENTENCE: 35.00 
JUDGE W VALLEY 
) I ,7•::' D A1" E : 
:HZ\~\ . " r INE: 
DISP IND 
BONDSMAN 
I) ISP AC IN: 
CASH BA 
.. yy •!_:;.; r;;:;; ;j; p 'y:»;: 
TERM ID: WVOI D A !" E : 03/10/37 J. H!::. PAGE NO 
-PI'S INTERVIEW-i •--• 
E 0 3 4 0 D A T E : 0 i / 2 3 / 3 7 P T S - S C R E E N E R : !< IR i< M A N , JIM 
P R 1 0 R : iv; I S : F E!... : F T A : U N P / P : N 0 P / P 0 F F 
C 0 UR 7 D A T E : H 0 M E A D D R : 10 34 W 5 M IT H !.. A N E 
CITY : 
TIME . ADD 
STA TE : U T 21P : PHG N E: 546 
TIME IN Ai:\EA : 3 YR Pi:< 10R ADDK • 
S T A T E : D W E L_ L I N G : S T A Y 
L I V E S y i l H : bJIEE I L E A . S P F I ! !-
NONE 
LOYER: NONCi; 
CITY: 
LENGTH: 
PTS INTERVIEW-2 
ADDRESS: 
STATE: PHONE: 488-2332 LENGTH 
SCHOOL LOC: GRADE: i6 
- - p "j" S IN T E R V I E W - -J - -
FRIEND: RICK DAVIS. FRIEND ADDRESS: 
CITY: STATE: ZIP: 
REMARKS: ROSS ANDRA-COUSIN 972 4777 
PHONE: 572-4023 
TERM ID : WVOI D A ! h : 0 3 /1 0 / 8 7 TIME: 0803 'AGE NO: Oi b 
PlS !•  INANLlAL Si — 
ATTY: WILLIAM SCHULTZ MARRIED: MARRIED DEPENDNTS: 05 
w i YES INCOME XI !. n-.'l. > : HRS/WK: 
C E L L M A N A G E M E N T - -
I: 05/29/85 TIME: i752 CUSTODY STATUS: MALE REGULAR 
J AIL O F FIC E R ID : N 5 5 J 
SPECIAL TREATMNT: YES 
[: 09/05/85 TIME 
JAIL OFFICER ID 
[: 09/05/85 TIME 
JAIL OFFICER ID 
:• 09/06/85 TIME 
JAIL OFFICER ID 
;: 09/09/85 TIME 
JAIL OFFICER ID 
: • 09/12/85 TIME 
JAIL OFFICER ID 
I: 05/10/86 TIME 
JAIL OFFICER ID 
TIER/CELL 
1155 CUSTODY STATUS: MALE REGULAR 
PI 2J 
2300 CUSTODY STATUS : MALE REGULAR 
Pi 5J 
2239 CUSTODY STATUS : MALE REGULAR 
Pi 5J 
2302 CUSTODY STATUS : MALE REGULAR 
P i 0 J 
2315 CUSTODY STATUS: MALE REGULAR 
PiOJ 
0912 CUSTODY STATUS: MALE REGULAR 
N54J 
TIER/CELL 
TIER/CELL 
TIER/CELL 
TIER/CELL 
TIER/CELL 
TERM ID: UV01 DATE: 03/10/8" TIME: 0803 PAGE NO: 019 
[F: 09/27/86 TIME 
JAIL OFFICER ID 
IE- 09/27/86 TIME 
JAIL OFFICER ID 
C [• • A v / O 'A / « A T '!' M F 
CELL MANAGEMENT--
1630 CUSTODY STATUS: MALE REGULAR T IER/CELL 
T21R 
2214 CUST0DY S"f ATUS : MALE REGULAR T IER/CELL 
C62J 
2 2 3 9 C U S T 01) Y S T A T U S : M A i... E R E G U L A R T I E R / C E L L 
"i ;"•;»• '•' p i " ' i;« r f, 
NO : 01 REi... STATUS : 
PIS'"-CODE : 
NO : 02 EEL STATUS : 
;:* T S •-•  C 0 D E • 
E E M A E i< S • T R N 0 E E!.. 
PTS SUMMARY. ---
P TS'--COUNSEL OR : 
DATE: 05/29/185 
PTS -COUNSELOR: 
DATE : 09/05/185 
f[4 CONTEMPT OF COURT 
• >::. }••.. n DATE: 03/10/8 firJt-i ••. PAGE NO: 020 
pr s SUMMARY 
ATI.JS : OWN-• REC0G PTS•••• C0U N SEL0R : 
• i r c u r JF ORDER: CRITRA-PNT 
N U : 0 3 Ki::.L 
R EL 0 A T E : 05/10/86 J UI) G E : 
V E KIFIE D : 11... E A , WIF E , 5' 7 i •- 2 7 6 5 . 
PT S ••••C0DE : OWN REC0GN-0L0SEI)-SUCCSFL DATE : i 0/20/|86 
DATE: 11/11/11 SCHD TIME: 0900 SCHD EVENT: CIRCUIT CT ARRAIGNMENT 
JUDGE: SAINSBURY ADDRESS: CASE NO: 
L..E AD CHARGE: 0BSTRUCT . JUSTIC-SEE C0DE SHEET DISP ACTN : 
• DATE: 07/29/86 SCHD TIME: 0900 SCHD EVENT: CIRCUIT CT ARRAIGNMENT 
JUDGE: MUR CIRCUIT ADDRESS: CASE NO: 
LEAD CHARGE: OBSTRUCT.JUSTIC-SEE CODE SHEET DISP ACTN: 
• DATE: 10/06/86 SCHD TIME: 0900 SCHD EVENT: MISDEMEANOR TRIAL 
JUDGE: MUR CIRCUIT ADDRESS: CASE NO: 86 13716 
I... E A D CHAR G E : 0 B S T R U C T . J U S TIC - S E E C 0 D E S H E E T DIS P ACTN: F IN/ P R 0 B / J A L / C S 
TERM .ID •' WV01 03/10/87 TTM: PAGE NO: 
NO: 04 REL STATUS: OWN-RECOG PTS-COUNSELOR: 
REL DATE: 09/29/86 JUDGE: TYPE OF ORDER: CRITRA-PNT 
V E R 3: FIE D : R 0 S S A N D R A 9 7 2 4 7 7 7 
PTS-CODE: OWN RECOGN-CLOSED-SUCCSFL DATE: 09/30/86 
PTS EVENTS 
) DATE: 09/30/86 SCHD TIME: 1i00 SCHD EVENT: CIRCUIT CT ARRAIGNMENT 
J U D G E : S i... CIR A D I) R E S S : C A S E N 0 : 
LEAD C H A R G E : TRAFFIC VIOL<S> DISP ACTN: 
PTS SUMMARY 
N 0 : 0 5 R E I.. S T A T U S : 0 W N - R E C 0 G P T S - C 0 U N S E L 0 R : 
REL DATE: 09/29/86 JUDGE: TYPE OF ORDER: CRITRA-PNT 
VERIFIED: ROSS ANDRAA 972 4777 
PTS-CODE: OWN RECOGN-CLOSED-SUCCSFL DATE: 11/05/86 
) DATE 
JUDGE 
PTS EVENTS 
09/30/86 SCHD TIME: 1©00 SCHD EVENT: CIRCUIT CT ARRAIGNMENT 
SL CIR ADDRESS': CASE NO: 
LEAD CHARGE: OBSTRUC.POLICE-SEE CODE SHEET DISP ACTN: 
TERM ID: WV01 DATE: 03/10/87 TIME: 0803 PAGE NO: 022 
PTS EVENTS 
D DATE: 1 0 / 0 8 / 8 6 SCHD T IME: 0 2 0 0 SCHD EVENT: MISDEMEANOR TRIAL 
JUDGE: SL. CIR ADDRESS: CASE NO 
L .••% *r- i. i . 
IWN--RECOG PTS-
"1" Y P E 0F 0 R I) E R : i;;: R 
r 
R E i... D A 7' E : 0 i / 2 8 / 8 7 J UI) & E : 
V E R I F I E D : ROSS 9 7 2 - 4 7 7 7 
i::* T S - C 0 D E : 0 W N E E C 0 G N - C L 0 S EI) •••• S U C C S i::' I... D A T E : 0 2 / 0 5 / 8 7 
! KA--KN ! 
•• PTS EVENTS 
!) D A T E : 0 i / 3 0 / 3 7 S 0 HI) TIM E : 1000 SC H I) E V E N T : CIR C UIT C T A R R AIG N M E N "i" 
J U D G E : S L. C IR A D DEES S • RE SIS"!" I N G , i::"I... EEIN G G A S E N 0 : 
L E A I) C H A R G E : 0 B S T R U C, P 0 L 3! C E •••• S E E C 01) E S hi E E T I) I S R A C T N : C L / C L 0 S E D - 0 i< 
w- END OF INQUIRY «••)(• 
536 10126446 SALT !.. A i< E C 0 U N T Y S H E R I F F W A R R A N T F I!... E 30 DAY PU RG E 
r-NAME FIRST MI DU'B 
?ON ROBBIE R 02/01/ 
...ING-ADDEESS CITY, ST 
„.OYMENT~ INFORMATION 
SSH DRIVERS-L IC ST VEH•-L IC 
NONE 
ZIP PHONE ORS 
A A A — A A A A 
-NUM WAR-TYPE WAR-DATE SER/CIT* SO NCIC BCI FBI 
)00000000 COMMIT 03/06/87 
;E AGENCY DNGR SEV TYPE OFF CHARGE 
}REDGE IN HOUSE 0 0 OPEN CONTAINER 
LL-AMT CASH NO-BAIL RCL/SRV ARREST/DP-COMMENTS HrK 
COMMENTS 
\YS TO BE SERVED CONCURENT TO ANY AND ALL OTHER CHARGES OR TO BE RELEASED 
:
'AYMENT OF 29,00 FINE 
Al< A 
iST -NAME FIRST MI 
UTST 
ORS 
MOD 
JIRY ONLY SCREEN TERM MDG 
*ER FOR ADD/UPDATE, PF2 ADD, PF? MAIN MENU, PF10 INQUIRY, PF1 1 PURGE FILE 
